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Now with streaming audio for each track, this text provides everything that students need to listen to, understand and love jazz. Written by two master storytellers, the book combines a dynamic listening experience with a vivid storytelling story, a must-hear masterpiece, and a superb media package to reveal the excitement of America's quintessential music. - Publisher Description
Jazz: Basic Listening provides all materials students need to listen to, understand and love jazz. Written by two master storytellers, this new short text combines a dynamic listening experience with a vivid storytelling story, must-hear masterpieces, and a superb eMedia package to reveal the excitement of America's quintessential music. Authors Scott DeVeaux and Gary Giddins
write with an intellectual bite, eloquence, and passion of unabashed fans. They explain what jazz is, where it came from, how it works and who created it, all in the broader context of American life and culture. About the Author: Scott DeVeaux is a nationally recognized jazz scholar whose 1997 book Birth of Bebop: Social and Musical History won the American Book Award, the
ASCAP-Deems Taylor Award, the Otto Kinkeldi Award from the American Music Society, and the ARSC Award for Excellence in Historical Sound Research. He has been teaching jazz history at the University of Virginia for more than 25 years. Gary Giddins is executive director of the Leon Levy Biography Center at City University of New York. He has been a jazz columnist for the
Village Voice for more than 30 years and remains a prominent jazz critic who won the National Book Critics Circle Award, the Ralph Gleason Music Book and the Bell Atlantic Award for The Vision of Jazz: The First Century in 1998. His other books include Bing Crosby: Pocketful Dreams: Early Years, 1903-1940, which won the Ralph J. Gleason Music Book Award and the ARSC
Award for Excellence in Historical Sound Research; Weatherbird: Jazz at the dawn of its second century; Faces in the crowd; Natural selection; Warning shadows; and biographies of Louis Armstrong and Charlie Parker. He has won an unprecedented six ASCAP-Deems Taylor Awards, The Guggenheim Fellowship, and the Peabody Broadcasting Award. Review: This is without a
doubt one of the best books on jazz ever written. Gary Giddins and Scott DeVeaux have achieved a monumental feat by creating a jazz history that will appeal to academics and fans alike. A thoroughly researched and meticulously documented but written in an entertaining and enjoyable storytelling style, it is indeed a book for jazz lovers of all walks of life. Telling the story of jazz
in full cultural, musical, political, social, economic and historical context, Giddins and DeVeaux gave us one hell of kick-ass books! -- Baker, Emeritus Professor and Chairman of Jazz Jazz Indiana University's Gari Giddins and Scott DeVo's Jazz cuts through the gibberish, racial politics and ideology that characterize so much contemporary jazz criticism. This excellent book that
not only examines musical theory, but gives an insight into the history of art, and will serve the general reader, but can also be used to stimulate discussion groups and jazz workshops. -- Ishmael Reed, author of Mixing It Up: Taking on Mixed Bullies and Other Reflections Like No Other Story, Jazz engages the reader from the beginning in an active listening role. The analysis of
selected entries is brilliantly done, and this feature in itself makes the book necessary, for beginners and experienced fans. But there is much more, all imbued with the love of co-authors and understanding of music, in all its many aspects and as a living, still developing language. -- Dan Morgenstern, Director of the Institute of Jazz Studies, Rutgers University, and author of LivIn's
innovative departure from previous approaches to the history of American jazz, this eagerly awaited new text by Gary Giddins and Scott DeVeaux offers a unique blend of cutting-edge historical scholarships and experienced journalistic perspectives. This book is destined to become an important resource that faces extremely important musical and social issues in depth and with
passion. -- George E. Lewis, case professor of American music at Columbia University, and author of the extraordinary book A Power StrThis, which we have been waiting for, is an exhaustive, multidisciplinary, intelligently created history of jazz and its culture. It is sure to become an industry standard, cherished by students as well as fans who can challenge their judgments, but
will certainly keep it handy as a substantial reference. -- Crean Gabbard, author of Hotter Than That: Pipe, Jazz and American Culture About this title may belong to another edition of this title. Stock image about this item: W. W. Norton Company, 2010. Paperback. Condition: Okay. Connecting readers with big books since 1972. Used books may not include related materials, some
shelf wear, may contain backlights/notes, may not include cdrom or access codes. Customer service is our top priority!. The Seller of Inventory and S_286531041 more information about this seller contact this seller 13. Stock image about this item: W. W. Norton Company, 2010. Paperback. Condition: Okay. The tutorial may have highlights, notes and/or emphasizing, BOOK
ONLY-NO ACCESS CODE, NO CD, ships with e-mail tracking. Seller Inventory - UJune2019-393935639-1555 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 14. Stock image about this item: W. W. Norton Company, 2010. Audio Condition: Okay. Books have a different amount of wear and illumination. Compact toks included. Usually delivered within 24 hours as
packaging. Satisfaction Satisfaction Books have a different amount of wear and illumination. Please note that items may contain records and/or highlights and may not include compact documents, access cards, or other additional materials. We cannot supply internationally. Your satisfaction is guaranteed! Goods to be shipped in quality packaging within 3 business days. Seller
Inventory No. 8800028902414 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 17. Stock image of this item: W.W. Norton and Company, 2019. Paperback. Condition: Okay. The tutorial may have highlights, notes and/or emphasizing, BOOK ONLY-NO ACCESS CODE, NO CD, ships with e-mail tracking. Seller Inventory - UJune2019-393668339-1487 For more information
about this seller Contact this seller 27. Stock image of this item: W.W. Norton and Company, 2019. Paperback. Condition: Okay. The tutorial may have highlights, notes and/or emphasizing, BOOK ONLY-NO ACCESS CODE, NO CD, ships with e-mail tracking. Seller Inventory s SKU0023991 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 28. Page 2 Stock Image About
this item: W. W. Norton and Company. Binding. Condition: GOOD. Spine folds, binding wear and pages from reading. May contain limited notes, emphasizing or emphasizing what affects the text. Possible former copies of the library will have markings and stickers associated with the library. Accessories such as CDs, codes, toys cannot be included. Seller Inventory No.
3297683523 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 7. Stock image of this item: WW Norton and Co., USA, 2009. Hardcover. Condition: New. Language: English. A brand new book. In this vivid history of jazz, a respected critic and leading scientist captured the excitement of unique American music with an intellectual bite, unprecedented understanding and
passion of unabashed fans. They explain what jazz is, where it came from, and who created it and why, all in the broader context of American life and culture. Emphasizing its African-American roots, Jazz traces the history of music over the past hundred years. From ragtime and blues to international swing craze, from the heated protests of the avant-garde to the radical diversity
of contemporary artists, Jazz describes the hardships and triumphs of musical innovators fighting for work, respect and cultural recognition set against the backdrop of American history, commerce and politics. With vivid photographs of legendary jazz chronicler Herman Leonard, Jazz is also arresting the visual history of the century of music. Seller Inventory - BTA9780393068610
For more information about this seller Contact this seller 17. Stock image of this item: WW Norton Ko, USA, 2009. Hardcover. Condition: New. Language: English. A brand new book. In this vivid history of jazz, a respected critic and leading scientist captures the excitement of America's unique music with an intellectual bite, a bite, understanding, and the passion of unabashed
fans. They explain what jazz is, where it came from, and who created it and why, all in the broader context of American life and culture. Emphasizing its African-American roots, Jazz traces the history of music over the past hundred years. From ragtime and blues to international swing craze, from the heated protests of the avant-garde to the radical diversity of contemporary
artists, Jazz describes the hardships and triumphs of musical innovators fighting for work, respect and cultural recognition set against the backdrop of American history, commerce and politics. With vivid photographs of legendary jazz chronicler Herman Leonard, Jazz is also arresting the visual history of the century of music. Seller Inventory - AAS9780393068610 For more
information about this seller Contact this seller 18. Stock image of this item: W. W. Norton and Company, 2009. Binding. Condition: Okay. Connecting readers with big books since 1972. Used books may not include related materials, some shelf wear, may contain backlights/notes, may not include cdrom or access codes. Customer service is our top priority!. Seller Inventory and
S_291213456 more information about this seller contact this seller 20. Stock image of this item: WW Norton and Co., 2009. Condition: New. 2009. First edition. Binding. The history of jazz for the simple reader, as it has never been told before, from within: a comprehensive, eloquent, scrupulously researched turner of the page. Num Pages: 720 pages, 38 photos. BIC classification:
1KBB; AVGJ. Category: (G) Common (USA: Trade). Size: 245 x 169 x 45. Weight in grams: 1144. . . . . . Seller Inventory - V9780393068610 For more information about this seller Contact this seller 29. Page 3 3 jazz essential listening scott deveaux pdf
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